DAISY II – Radio Module

To install the radio module you need the manual from your DAISY II Hand Controller. In Chapter 8 there is a description on how to open the Hand Controller and inserting the Radio Module.

Should the batteries need to be replaced or they are no longer in their mounting location, then take care of the polarity when reinstalling them (see the sketch on the back).

After installing the Radio Module the batteries can be charged via the Center’s LocoNet or with the enclosed charger.

For charging with the enclosed charger a transformer power of 12 - 16V~ is connected to the screw terminals of the charger and LocoNet cable connected with the Hand Controller. In this configuration no other devices should be connected to the LocoNet (e.g. via LocoNet distributor).

During charging the hand controller will warm up slightly. Fully discharge batteries will require a charging time approx. 1 hour.

Battery polarity:

![Battery Polarity Diagram]

Our contact details for you:

When you have questions we are here for you!

Internet: FAQ’s can be found on www.uhlenbrock.de

E-Mail: service@uhlenbrock.de

Hotline: +49 (0)2045 8583-27, Wed from 16:00 to 18:00 and Mon - Tue - Wed - Fri from 14:00 to 16:00

Premium Hotline: +49 (0)900 1858327 When it is urgent ...

Service: In the event of a defect please send the service to us with proof of purchase and a short description of the fault.

Uhlenbrock Elektronik GmbH • Mercatorstr. 6 • 46244 Bottrop